DOOR ELEVATION - PUMP PANEL

NOTES:
1. SEE SHEET 220-10 FOR THE CONTROL LEGEND.
2. ALL PANEL ALARM INDICATOR LIGHTS SHALL HAVE PUSH-TO-TEST LIGHTS MOUNTED ON THE PANEL DOOR.
3. THE MAIN DISCONNECT AND PUMP DISCONNECTS SHALL CONSIST OF FUSES AND DISCONNECT SWITCHES NOT CIRCUIT BREAKERS. THE MAIN DISCONNECT SHALL DISCONNECT POWER INSIDE PANEL WHEN THE DOOR OPENS.
4. ALL RELAYS SHALL BE INDUSTRIAL CONTROL RELAYS. ALLEN BRADLEY BULLETIN "700" SERIES OR EQUAL PROVIDE WITH NUMBER OF AUX CONTACTS AS REQUIRED (MIN. OF 2).
5. ALL INDICATING LIGHTS SHALL BE 30MM NEMA 4X OIL TIGHT/WATER TIGHT CORROSION RESISTANT PUSH-TO-TEST LED TYPE. PROVIDE ALLEN BRADLEY BULLETIN "800" SERIES OR EQUAL.
6. ALL SELECTOR SWITCHES SHALL BE 30MM NEMA 4X OIL TIGHT/WATER TIGHT CORROSION RESISTANT TYPE WITH GLOVED HAND KNOBS. PROVIDE ALLEN BRADLEY BULLETIN "800" SERIES OR EQUAL.
7. THE NUMBER OF STARTS COUNTER SHALL BE A RED LION P/N OUB30000 OR EQUAL. THE RUN TIME COUNTER SHALL BE AN ETM P/N FWZ72 OR EQUAL.